
JWT Release Notes 2.2.26

[2016-11-25] Released  2.2.26Jira Workflow Toolbox

New Features

Added 2 new read-only virtual fields:

Field 
name

Type Value returned when cast to string Examples

Current 
transition

Text 
string

When used in a validation or a post-function: the . In other cases: a comma separated list name of the transition being executed
with the names of the transitions departing from current status.

In a validation: Start Progress

In a condition: Start Progress, 
Resolve Issue, Close Issue

Target 
status

Text 
string

When used in a validation or a post-function: the . In other cases: a name of the target status of the transition being executed
comma separated list with the names of the target status of the transitions departing from current status.

In a validation: In Progress

In a condition: In Progress, 
Resolved, Closed

Improvements

Added parameter " " to post-functions " " and " ".Conditional execution  Set a field as a function of other fields  Regular expression renderer
Field  of  can also be set using account's  or . Until now only the numerical ID could be used.Account Tempo Timesheets name key
Added functionality for  options in post-functions " " and " disabling Add or disable option in select list, radio button, multi-select list or checkbox Ad

", which have been conveniently renamed.d or disable option in cascading select
Added option for selecting issues through  expressions in post-functions " " Issue List Read field from issues returned by JQL query or issue list
and " ", which have been conveniently renamed.Update issue fields
Some minor UI improvements.

Bug Fixes

Issue #445 - Field  of  could not be set. This bug was introduced in version .Account Tempo Timesheets 2.2.18
Virtual field " " always returned an  when used by a  feature.Last comment empty string condition

https://marketplace.atlassian.com/29496
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWT/Set+a+field+as+a+function+of+other+fields
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWT/Regular+expression+renderer
https://marketplace.atlassian.com/plugins/is.origo.jira.tempo-plugin/cloud/overview
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWT/Add+or+disable+option+in+select+list%2C+radio+button%2C+multi-select+list+or+checkbox
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWT/Add+or+disable+option+in+cascading+select
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWT/Add+or+disable+option+in+cascading+select
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWT/Read+field+from+issues+returned+by+JQL+query+or+issue+list
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWT/Update+issue+fields
https://bitbucket.org/fcarmario/jira-workflow-toolbox/issues/445/unable-to-copy-contents-of-account-field
https://marketplace.atlassian.com/plugins/is.origo.jira.tempo-plugin/cloud/overview
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